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1.1

Letter

Biennale of Western Balkans

successfully for 3 consecutive years
with great interest and participa-

The establishment of the Biennale of

tion. The School of Fine Arts besides

Contemporary Art of Western Balkans

awarding fees and honorary prizes,

reflects the intention of the School of

was subject to the organisation of an

Fine Arts of the University of Ioan-

exhibition for the final award, which

nina in the region of Epirus, Greece,

was given in exhibition venues at

both as a scientific and a cultural

Ioannina city, with selected artworks

institution, to support contemporary

by a great number of artists. The

art, to stimulate and give rise to new

exhibition was an important event

aesthetic trends, to promote research

for the city and was embraced and

and to foster communication between

enthusiastically supported by local

the creators and the audience of Epi-

authorities and the local community.

rus and the wider region. The oper-

Additionally, the intention of sup-

ation of the Department of Fine Arts

porting artists was manifested by the

Sciences at the University of Ioannina

creation and constant updating of a

since 2000 constitutes an import-

record of their progress and in terms

ant unit for the establishment and

of further promoting their work.

establihed Labs of Painting, Sculpture

The School of Fine Arts aims to re-

and Art History will contribute to the

launch this art competition and the

Biennale with a variety of actions.

awards on a two-year basis, organize
exhibitions of young artists, connect

The School of Fine Arts of the Univer-

with artists, art critics and members

sity of Ioannina has a significant ex-

of the committee, and create a col-

perience in similar projects; in 2009

lection. At the same time, this insti-

it initiated the Art Contest: “Monas-

tution will be a key, dynamic aspect

tery of Dourouti Awards, University

of the presence of the University of

of Ioannina”, which was addressed to

Ioannina in the contemporary art

new artists, a project that operated

scene and the cultural development

BoWB

Christos Dermentzopoulos

In addition to the competition, the

Associate Professor

Schoold of Fine Arts intends to conduct lectures and workshops by in-

Scientific Coordinator, Director of the

volving renowned foreign and Greek

Art History Lab, School of Fine Arts,

artists and art theorists, for a live

University of Ioannina, Greece

ongoing dialogue and creation on
aspects of contemporary art and
culture. These parallel actions aim to
form the basis of the contemporary
art biennale of Western Balkans, in
order to highlight current trends and
movements in the theoretical field, as
well as in the artistic praxis.
Moreover, the main objective remains
the open call to initiatives active in
the field of art, the dissemination in
the urban context and the close coop-

consolidation of this institution. The

6

of the region.

eration with cultural and educational
institutions based on an integrated
program of actions, gradually evolving and expanding its scope on the
field of everyday culture, aspiring to
contribute to research and cultural
development.
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1.2

Framework
Intangible cultural heritage (ICH) is one of the three parts that encompass
cultural heritage (together with cultural property and natural heritage). ICH

The Biennale of Western Balkans in-

relates to collective practices, representations, expressions, knowledge and

augurates an international arts and

The vision of the Biennale is to bring

techniques, ceremonies and performing arts, as well as tools, handicrafts

cultural event.

intangible cultural heritage and com-

and cultural sites associated with and recognized by communities.

munity values in the contemporary

Towards this direction, UNESCO established a governance system for culture

context, in connection with contem-

as a way to safeguard, recognize and promote distinct aspects of culture. In

porary art, new technologies and

2003 UNESCO adopted the treaty “Convention for the Safeguarding of Intan-

The new European agenda for culture
(05.2018) attaches importance to
such fields as social inclusion through
culture and cultural participation,

ecology.

cross-sectoral cooperation, innovation capacity and mobility support,
with a particular focus on developing
cultural cooperation with the Western
Balkans.
Based on these policies, the Biennale
of Western Balkans intends to place
northwestern Greece and the city of
Ioannina as a connecting point to the
Western Balkans, as a place of creation, civic engagement and dissemination of cultural heritage and the
commons.
Ioannina is a modern city oriented
towards the promotion of culture and
innovation, able to provide the infrastructures, human resources support,
as well as a relevant cultural and historical framework for the conduct and
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gible Cultural Heritage”, for ensuring respect and raising awareness for the
collective cultural expressions of the everyday culture, from small to expanded communities.

continuity of an international cultural
organization, as the Biennale of
Western Balkans for intangible cultural heritage, the commons and new

ICH can be further linked with digital cultural heritage, which is its documentation, representation and preservation by digital means, and with the
emergent field of digital humanities, for the systematic research of digital
cultural heritage.

technologies.
Ioannina has a rich history of multicultural folk tradition, interlinked
to its geographical position that
makes the city a path to the Western Balkans. The city’s prominence
is framed by the distinguished University of Ioannina, by a respectable
wealth of preserved bequests -many
of them restored and used as new
cultural venues- and by the lake
“Pamvotida”, a lake with a vibrant

The commons are conceived as “goods”, resources that can be freely distributed to all members of a society. The commons promote cooperativity and a
body of knowledge that advocate for participatory structures and for evolving the concept of community toward more peer-to-peer standards.
Part of the commons are the cultural commons such as languages, sciences,
arts and cultural heritage, as well as the digital or intangible commons that
encompass free software and open technologies.

ecosystem which is located in the
city center and attracts locals and
tourists.

BoWB
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1.3

Objectives
The Biennale of Western Balkans aims to:

The Biennale of Western Balkans will

• Support and present the new artistic and creative production inspired by

present the intangible cultural heri-

the intangible cultural heritage of Greece, the Western Balkans, and of the

tage of Greek and Balkan communi-

European and international field as well

ties, extending to the European and
international field, through a contem-

• Record and preserve the intangible cultural heritage of Greece and the

porary, innovative approach.

Western Balkans as digital cultural heritage
• Focus on the promotion of the commons and the use of new technologies
as expressive means and educational tools

The program is formed through three main actions:
• A permanent virtual 3D museum with a digital archive
• A temporary main event with exhibitions in physical spaces
• A three-day event with conferences and workshops

Alongside, a catalogue edition of the Biennale will be published
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1.4

Thematics

The Biennale of Western Balkans explores the new artistic and creative
directions of intangible cultural heritage, digital heritage and the commons. The program is based on these
three main thematics which extend as
following:

Intangible cultural heritage, cultural commons and contemporary art
Artefacts of intangible cultural heritage encompass community values
through collective creation. They promote cooperative models of creation
along the history of cultures (tradition, anonymous creation, copying practices), evolve over time and appear afresh in the present, serving as a beacon of inspiration for the future.
The Biennale of Western Balkans will contribute to the creation and presentation of new contemporary artworks that are linked to intangible cultural
heritage. It will also revive older art collections and traditional artworks
through new curatorial practices.

12
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1.4

Thematics

Digital cultural heritage, informational commons and digital humanities
The Biennale of Western Balkans operates both as a festival and an institution, developing an intertemporal digital archive of intangible cultural heritage through its Virtual 3D Museum.
The digital archive will be built on up-to-date interoperability and openness
standards. This framework aims to promote good practices and support research in the digital humanities, with an emphasis on digital innovation.
The focus is on digital tools and fields, such as data visualization, digital curation computational (digital) art history, to which the creation and further
development of the Virtual 3D Museum is linked.

© Exploratorium www.exploratorium.edu
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1.4

Thematics

Community, peer-to-peer research and Ecology
In the context of the Biennale the concept of community is connected to the
peer-to-peer (P2P) research by Michel Bauwens. At the same time, it extends theoretically to the concept of Microhistory, according to Carlo Ginzburg’s approach that focuses on smaller units of society and to the Culture
of Everyday Life as formed by Raymond Williams, that identifies culture with
the identity of society as expressed in everyday life.
The theme of ecology extends theoretically to the ideas of Gilles Clement
with the Garden in Movement, the Planetary Garden and the Third Landscape. These are associated with an eco-sociological approach that gives
value to a polyphonic, independent adaptive nature, an intelligent continuity of nature and culture, where people and ecology complete each other, as
well as a positive outlook of man-made and abandoned urban sites, as places of the future and of a new biological diversity.

© Logan Lape. ExtractedArchitecture, 2015 at Sagehen Creek Field Station.
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1.5

Programme

1.5

Programme
Virtual Museum
A three-dimensional virtual museum as part of an online digital platform,
based on the architecture of a Western Balkan building. The programme and
activities of the virtual museum will extend to physical, virtual and hybrid
environments, integrating the digital architecture of imaginary and natural
landscapes and spaces. Visitors can immerse within art worlds and augmented reality areas using their personal smartphone/tablet or handed VR
headset.
The selected building will be virtually remodeled and transformed into a new
cultural center. Its programme includes the creation of a state-of-the-art
digital archive of intangible cultural heritage of the Western Balkans, the curation of exhibitions, educational programs, conferences, residencies, podcasts and publications.

Impact

© Alexander Gorelik gorelikspb@gmail.com

• Added value for the intangible cultural heritage of Greece and the Western
Balkans, contributing to art production and humanities research
• Attracting resources to Northern Greece and the Western Balkans, promoting the international exchange of ideas and mobility support to and from the
Western Balkans
• Establishment of a digital based, sustainable institution, without operational costs that can support an integrated, contemporary museum programme
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1.5

Programme
• Panygiri / Main exhibition
The main exhibition is inspired by the traditional festival, set up through an
innovative approach.
The traditional Balkan festival -in Greek language “panygiri” (pan-ee-géree)- is integrated into a novel curatorial context of fine and applied arts
combined with tradition and new technologies. A festival of contemporary
art inspired by the Balkan custom of traditional gatherings for celebration,
with its basic elements -food, music, dance, and the bazaar- reimagined
within contemporary art worlds.
Potential art-fields include installations, happenings and performances, food
art and live cinema.

Impact

© Exploratorium www.exploratorium.edu

• Prototyping a new exhibition format and curatorial approach based on the
traditional custom of the Balkan festival, presenting alternative interpretations of tradition and opening up the concept to artistic practice
• Creating an innovative international framework for producing and promoting projects that link art and technology with tradition
• Νetworking opportunities for communities, professionals and institutions,
that enable partnerships and new programs
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1.5

Programme
• Conference - Workshops
A three-day event with presentations, lectures and workshops related to the
Biennale topics, promoting interdisciplinary dialogue, research and experimentation. The program is designed with modules for the wider public, for
professionals, for different age groups (youth and elderly) and for people
with special needs.
The suggested workshop-modules are inspired by the research concept of
open-innovation ecosystems (living labs, participatory design). In this way
the workshops become creative social spaces open to experimentation,
where art and tradition intersect with other fields. The workshops foster
projects that engage the audience in unconventional experiences, connecting art with concepts as emotions, gardening and therapy.

Impact

© Exploratorium www.exploratorium.edu
• Creating a framework for professional - academic networking and interdisciplinarity
• The selected speakers and workshop organizers enhance the diffusion of
knowledge and the development of vocational and social skills
• The modular program design aims to enable social inclusion, civic engagement, dialogue, critical thinking, and foster P4 synergies (public-private-people partnerships).
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1.6

Exhibitions
• Audio Walking Exhibition
Non-material, walking (participative) sound exhibition in selected natural
and urban paths. Based on an actively-developed open-source distributed
framework.
An evolving, contributory location-based audioscape through free wandering
in natural and urban landscapes, with the use of a location-aware digital audio platform for smartphones. Wanderers can discover an invisible augmented sonic geographical space and immerse themselves in an acoustic aesthetic experience of collective storytelling and sound art compositions.
Visitors are able to record their own voices with comments and incorporate
their narratives real-time to the audioscapes.

Impact

© Exploratorium www.exploratorium.edu

• Promoting natural and cultural heritage, audience development, the walking culture and a relatively new realm of aesthetics, the walking aesthetics,
through an artistic, collaborative mobile experience
• The concept of the exhibition space and curatorial format is expanded with
the use of open technologies (locative media), psychogeography and the
walking practice
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1.6

Exhibitions
• Energy Sculptures - Installations
Large-scale art-installations are created and placed in a central urban spot,
that also function as autonomous power stations or access points for wireless local network and/or internet connection. The public can charge their
personal electronic portable devices, make local net conversations and enter
the web as well.
The exhibition concept combines installations in public space, renewable
energy and local area network technology, proposing innovative urban art
installations that encourage interaction in the urban context.
The installations operate as local sustainable energy stations and meeting
spots that serve daily needs in the contemporary urban landscape. At the
same time, they stimulate spontaneous, playful communication through the
local network.

© Exploratorium www.exploratorium.edu

Impact
• Large-scale art-installations are placed in the public urban area combining
aesthetics and usability
• Durable, energy autonomous and removable structures that can remain
after the Biennale and become a cultural hot spot for citizens and tourists in
the city
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CC0 Delfi de la Rua

Biennale of Western Balkans (BoWB) is a new arts and cultural event and
institution, initiated by the Art History Lab of the University of Ioannina, under the auspices and financial support of the Ministry of Culture and Sports
in Greece, hosted for the first time in the city of Ioannina, region of Epirus
in Northwestern Greece, in October 2018.
Ioannina has a rich history of multicultural folk tradition, interlinked to its
geographical position that makes the city a path to the Western Balkans.
The vision of the Biennale is to put intangible cultural heritage and community
values in the contemporary context, in connection with art, new technologies and
ecology. The aim is to support and present contemporary art that can engage aspects of intangible cultural heritage of the Greek and Western Balkan communities
and of the European and international field as well.

